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The speed of business is always increasing. To remain competitive and thrive, organizations 
must transform their data center infrastructures to support rapid and agile provisioning and 
scaling of critical network and application services. The joint Cisco and F5 solution offers 
customers the ability to deploy and deliver applications with the speed, reliability, and security 
required to meet today’s business challenges. Using an application-centric, policy-driven 
approach, F5 and Cisco enable your organization to operationalize its network, provision 
and manage F5 solutions through Cisco application policies, improve time to market for new 
applications, and easily scale application services for secure, efficient deployment.

Challenge

Traditional data centers host a heterogeneous mix of physical and virtual devices that provide 
a robust set of services ranging from routing and switching to application performance, 
availability, security, identity and access control, and mobility. Manually configuring these 
devices and services for each application consumes a considerable amount of time for both 
network and operations teams. Faced with this device-centric management approach, IT can 
struggle to deliver applications with the speed and flexibility that business demands. 

Evolving the data center from a traditional, web-scale architecture to an operationalized, 
cloud-scale architecture requires a new approach to provisioning and management 
of network and application services. While operationalizing the network, however, IT 
organizations must also preserve business investments in existing traditional and web-scale 
applications—ensuring that they remain highly available and perform at the level your users 
have come to expect. 

Solution

The Cisco and F5 solution helps your organization transform its data center architecture, 
streamline application delivery, and meet business requirements. The Cisco Application 
Centric Infrastructure (ACI) fabric is designed to manage a system of network switches and 
compute resources through a centralized Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC). 
By integrating F5® BIG-IP® products and the F5 iWorkflow™ multi-tenant platform into Cisco 
ACI, you can build powerful, secure, and agile new network architecture that simplifies and 
automates L2–L7 application delivery for your existing and next-generation data centers. 

Efficiently deploy fast, secure, and available applications 

The joint solution extends programmable F5 Software-Defined Application Services™ (SDAS) 
into Cisco ACI through the F5 Dynamic Device Package for Cisco APIC. This downloadable, 
easy-to-install integration package helps your organization efficiently deploy fast, secure, and 
available applications within the Cisco management console. It’s an automated, simple, and 
efficient process that cuts down on labor-intensive manual provisioning, ensures reliable 
deployments, and decreases IT workload.

Key Features

•  Policy-driven, fabric-based 

approach to data  

center architecture 

•  Full functionality with F5 iRules 

and F5 iApps 

•  Cisco Application Policy 

Infrastructure Controller (APIC) 

•  Policy abstraction through  

open APIs 

•  F5 ScaleN architecture 

•  Downloadable F5 Dynamic Device 

Package for Cisco APIC 

•  Granular control over  

resource deployment 

•  Open standards and open APIs 

•  Central management and 

orchestration of F5 devices  

through F5 iWorkflow 

Key benefits

•  Accelerate application deployment 

•  Simplify automation 

•  Amplify investment protection 

•  Secure multi-tenant support in 

network fabric 

•  Increase business agility 

•  Improve time to market 

•  Reduce operating costs 

•  Get detailed visibility and telemetry 

at application and tenant level 

•  Grant iApps to deploy in Cisco ACI 

environment via iWorkflow



F5 also offers a range of application templates via F5 iApps® and iRules®. iApps is a 
customizable framework for efficiently deploying applications—allowing you to protect 
existing investments while speeding the operationalization of the network. iRules provides 
unprecedented control to directly manage application traffic. This is critical to success in 
today’s dynamic business environment.  

Reduce OpEx while maintaining network visibility

To meet regulatory compliance and business requirements, organizations must isolate 
services and maintain granular control over resource deployment and prioritization. Industry-
leading F5 ScaleN™ technology enables you to deploy multi-tenant solutions in Cisco ACI 
environments. This combination of multi-tenancy and a policy-based, per-application delivery 
approach also significantly reduces operating costs.

In addition, the solution provides dynamic visibility, monitoring, and troubleshooting. By using 
unified health reports from one dashboard, you can streamline the troubleshooting process, 
reducing time and labor spent on fixing network issues.

With Cisco and F5, you can overcome your biggest IT challenges, ensuring a more 
competitive business posture as well as better responsiveness to customers and employees. 
The integrated Cisco and F5 solution centralizes network and application policy management, 
ensuring the fastest route to application deployments without compromising the performance, 
security, or scale of your applications—and the business objectives they support. 
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APIC-to-BIG-IP Integration Model

APIC-to-iWorkflow Integration Model

F5 and Cisco ACI integration model through the F5 Dynamic Device Package.
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Learn More

To learn more about how the F5 
and Cisco partnership can help 
your business, visit cisco.com/f5  
and f5.com/cisco.
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